Introduction

Summary of TWR Expressions
The energy gradient in a superconducting accelerator is Forward wave. sharply limited by the peak electric and magnetic fields present at the surface of the accelerating structure.
Given this In the absence of an electron beam the normalized forward limitation, a travelling wave structure is desirable in order wave and power flow in the loop are to achieve the maximum possible accelerating gradient.
In the case of a superconducting structure, however, travel& wave operation can only be possible if the structure is incorporated into a travelling wave resonator (TWR). The TWR is a resonant device in the form of a closed loop or ring in which P+ 1 4p2 ideally power circulates in one direction only. The accelerating gradient for a structure used in the TWR configuration ps=z .
-. 1+tan2$
( 1-@)2 ( l-tan2$ +~2)~ +4 tan2 J, can be 20-30s greater than that of a standing wave structure
Here E with identical peak field limitations, is the field produced by a power P loop fo$p=$=O.
For values of fi< 0.486, flowing in the %+ exhibits a single peak resonance at $= 0. The general theory of TWR's has been developed previAt p= 0.486 the forward wzbve ously by several authors. 1, 2 The application of the TWR as separates into a double reson nce w'th peaks located at I/I = $L a structure for superconducting electron linacs has also been where q!~k= * tan-l bb2+ 4) tan$,* rtp.
Ifil/i. For large p considered. 3a 4* 5 This paper extends this earlier work to inp plane. in the absence of beam loading and mismatches is given by+. 1 For p < 0.486 IE*///E 1 = l/( 1 +p). The accelerating to peak The unloaded Q is given as usual by Qo= (l-@)QL, and the filling time for the structure by TF= 2QL/w .
field ratio vs /J is alsc?plotted in Fig. 3 . The mismatch parameter y. measures the strength of coupling between the TorwrLrd and backward wave modes in the ring. Forward waves will be denoted by the superscript (+) and backward waves by the superscript (-). * Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Fie1.d in load.
The wave to the load terminating the line from the generator (see Fig. 1 The power dissipated in the structure is also of interest, since it must be removed by the cryogenic refrigeration system. At optimum efficiency this reduces to P /P = 1/(1+&2. power dissipated in the load when a bea tk The is'passing through Wave reflected to the generator. the structure and the RF source is off is calculated to be
The RF source is subjected to varying mismatches during PL(P,=O) = i2r@/(1+6)2.
TwR tuning. The input reflection coefficient is given by The power reflected to the generator is proportional to
_ the reverse power flow in the loop. For $=p= 0 the reflected power is zero in the case of a long accelerating structure, 'R 4P2 .
2 since in an infinitely long structure only a forward wave is induced by the electron beam. In a finite structure consisting of N -= pS ( WI2 ( l-tan29 *p2)2 +4 tan2$ coupled cells, assuming that the structure is perfectly matched without a beam, a small backward wave will be induced which For p>>l and q=$m, 7.n is nearly uni.ty for all values of p>l.O.
~inisalsoqui~elargefor~=$+,.
is given by Vi=V$/N. This can be of concern for very short TWR accelerators such as the "Leapfrog" structure at SLAC. the tolerable degradation in the accelerating field for a given peak field. If A(E+/Ep) is to be held to less than 5% & < 0.05) then I'< 7 x 10e7. Similarly, if it is desirable to hoid the field It can be shown7 that in the resonator to within 1% of the resonant value, then the IT;'= ms g * AO*,$)
phase of this field must be held to within 0.1 radians (60) of resonance at the design current. The allowable phase error in the electrical length of the loop is then Q = (C tan $) (1+6)/2P)= I$1 = +$ * A&,+)
1.4 x 10-6 radians.
where i is the dc electron beam current for a tightly bunched Thus both the mismatch and phase length of the Leapfrog beam, r is the shunt impedance per unit length of the accelring must be adjusted with extreme precision. A system of erating structure and Q is the length of the structure. movable superconducting plungers, with fine adjustments made by feedback controlled piezo-electric bender disks, has been
The energy gain of the structure now becomes designed to accomplish this operation.
Va= f$ A&,JI) vrpS p cos(~e+e)-~cosJre I
